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services provided to

-

how education should integrate with other

families - is now a topical

children's services integration involves, a group of researchers
of Aberdeen, Birmingham and Ulster,
award

the Economic and

To

what

the universities

was successful in 2005 in winning an

Research Council (ESRC) Seminar Series

has organised a programme of research seminars.

April 2007, the fourth of these seminars was held at the University of Aberdeen,
the

school services, 'global

'. The Aberdeen seminar

on some of the shared understandings from the first three seminars concerning
children's services policy and practice and notions ofleadership and management as
constructed

conceptualised within disciplines which collaborate in

multidisciplinary work It drew together issues from earlier seminars, exploring
narratives of interprofessional identification and considering the necessary
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conditions for inte:rprofessional learning. Issues of interprofessionalism,

interagency working and children's public services integration in schools and
children's services in the UK countries were placed within an analysis of the
discourses and practices of school workforce modernisation and transforrnation :in
Modernising and remodelling schools: are there 'global solutions' to transforming the school
workforce?
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specific institutional, regional and national contexts.
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from the fourth seminar in the series are now brought together in
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FUTURE SCHOOL SERVICES, 'GLOBAL SOLUTIONS'.

administrations have sought to restructure and reculture schools and schooling. In
contrast to England where, according to Butt and Gunter, remodelling has taken place

Audrey Hendry
University of Aberdeen

largely in response to teacher shortages, workforce changes in South Africa are set
against the backdrop of democratisation and structural transformation. Despite these

Many studies of service integration in schools are concerned with activities at the

differences, similarities are found between the two settings in the ways in which

personal, organisational and local service delivery levels. Perhaps this is unsurprising

change has been experienced by teachers.

when service delivery is normally centred round individuals and the organisation in
which they work. Yet, as borne out in the proceedings from previous seminars in this

Drawing on the work of Fitzgerald in New Zealand and Vidovich in Australia the

series, it would seem that service integration, both in the challenges it faces and the

paper goes on to outline the marked similarities in how reform has proceeded in

aims it hopes to achieve, could usefully be more broadly conceived. If integrated

England and in these two settings. While the reforms have taken place at different

service delivery in all of our schools is to improve, current approaches may be

times and are underpinned to some extent by differing political ideology, the writers

insufficient. Looking differently at problems or in different places for solutions may

suggest that there are lessons to be learned from each about successful reform and the

be necessary. Some of the issues raised in the papers which follow may seem a long

role of the teacher within it. Their findings lead the writers to conclude that the

way from the work of some professionals who are involved in our schools at present.

relationship between teachers, reform and teacher morale is complex, contingent and

A wider conceptualisation and contextualisation of the issues, however, is likely to

problematic.

provide a clearer perspective on the kind of challenges faced by schools. It may also
offer insights into how interprofessional and interagency policy and practice might be

The paper by Cate Watson invites us to consider the complexities inherent in global

adapted to meet the future needs of those involved in service reform.

discourses of service integration through an exploration of the local. Watson outlines
research conducted in Scotland which explored initial teacher education students'

New Labour's attempts to modernise and remodel the workforce employed in schools

narrative construction of their identities as beginning teachers. The study draws on

are explored in the paper by Graham Butt and Helen Gunter. The paper outlines

Laclau and Mouffe's theory of discourse. While the work ofLaclau and Mouffe is

aspects of how schools have been reconstructed in response to the National

more usually applied at the macro level, Watson opens her paper with a discussion of

Agreement in England which redefined the roles of teachers, non-teaching staff and

the usefulness of this theory of discourse as a way of understanding at the micro level

other professionals in schools. The study presented here looks in detail at how these

subject positions within current discourses of interprofessional practice. These

changes have been experienced by teachers and others and comments on how

discourses are, she reminds us, often unstable, contested and competing. Watson

teachers' work-life balance has been altered as a result of the Agreement. The impact

proposes that a miniaturisation of Laclau and Mouffe in a critical microanalysis of

of the National Agreement is contingent on local circumstances, Butt and Gunter

discourse may reveal possibilities for change. The paper sets ou~ one way of

observe, but nationally it would seem that there is some evidence of positive change

approaching such a miniaturisation through the examination of narratives of practice.

resulting from this remodelling.
Having argued for this particular methodology, in this piece Watson examines
Butt and Gunter compare and contrast the situation in England with modernisation

beginner teachers' narratives of 'need' as generated within the current political

and remodelling in other developed countries, finding distinct parallels between

discourse of social inclusion. She uses a narrative fragment taken from the study and

systems. They draw on the work of Berkhout in South Africa where successive

moving back and forth between the global and the local uses the fragment to
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illuminate
dilemmas in

may require us to move

VIatson urges
consensus and perfect
ways

dealing with

problematic.

In the final paper Jon Nixon

He~en Gmrter
U filliversity of Maui.chester

some of the themes introduced by Vvatson.

Nixon presents an argument which asserts

interprofessional practice is not simply

a matter of structures or systems but is concerned with the
and with the relationships within
argument is a concern for people and

of organisations

across these organisations. Central to
well-being and the quality of the

associations they form. Thus, mutuality and reciprocity between

improve

integrated service deliverj.

Nixon offers the Aristotelian concept of 'virtuous friendship' as one way in which
thinking

interprofessional relationships might be reconfigured. Nixon

Introdudicm.
Since

to power ten years ago New Labour has been keen to both re~structure and

advocates that, as a step towards reconfiguring interprofossional relationships, a new

re-culture public sector workforces, including the workforce employed in state schools.

vocabulary is needed, one which is able to use terms such as hope, friendship

Two terms that have come to the fore

trust Interprofessional activity, based on virtuous practice, might then allow

services are 'modernisation' and 'remodelling' - we

practitioners the space and opportunity to think together about the ends and purposes
of interprofessional practice and the actions needed to bring it to life.

describing

process of changing public
deal with each of these concepts

tum. In this paper we attempt to illustrate how the English experience of modernising
schools has distinct parallels elsewhere and explore the extent to which adopting 'global
solutions' to transforming the school workforce is sensible. Where pertinent, direct

This paper
themes

vvith a series of questions, questions which challenge and extend the
issues developed over the four seminars in this series. Nixon asks that as

professionals involved

integrated services for children and young people, for

reference is made to inter agency and inter professional policy and practice

different

national contexts. There is currently evidence of considerable 'policy borrowing' in
education amongst developed countries. We

upon accounts from South Africa

families and the community, we examine current practices critically and with

(Sarie Berkhout), New Zealand (Tanya Fitzgerald) and Australia (Lesley Vidovich) to

humility, placing ourselves in the position of others, valuing others equally and

explore the extent to which other countries have pursued similar approaches to

accepting that our understanding of what constitutes knowledge is subject to change.

modernisation and remodelling in their schools, whilst also seeking to assess whether

Nixon asks tnat we consider building locally the conditions needed for change while

these developments have resonance with the English experience.

remaining sensitive to what might be termed global.
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Remodelling

together two

of teachers,

of teachers choosing not to teach

the next five

2003),

could not be ignored. The National Agreement
employers and unions (except the NUT) and

300,000

together both

state

created

New

staffing situation in "''"'''-'""'""

been forged between the government,
to reform the education workforce

The
Labour. Take, for example,
here to

Matters (DfES, 2004a) legislation. There is

commended

of

services on the needs ofthe child. However, the integration of education with other

defining

services (health,

work teachers should and should not do;

there are rece;nt suggestions

removing routine administrative tasks from teachers (the '25 tasks');

headteacher,

reducing teachers' hours of work;
inside

providing support staff for teachers

providing 'new managers' with experience from outside education;

@

training headteachers in change management

a Chief Executive

an educationist (a
previously may have

with education).

rapidly over the past
decade. The

The National Agreement

to

- particularly

schools may no longer be led

the traditional sense),

or

outside the classroom);

0

social services) has not been

for intervention

swung from the curriculum

a loosening

the National Curriculum and a concentration on numeracy and literacy strategies), to

been implemented in English schools in a series of phases

(Phase 1 from September 2003, Phase 2 from September 2004, Phase 3 from September
is supported by a variety of agencies: the Workforce Agreement Monitoring

2005)

(WAMG), the Implementation Review Unit (IRU) and the National Remodelling

workforce remodelling (performance management, leadership training,

~=~~~·,n

bureaucracy) and to the support for social inclusion (the 'Excellence

Cities'

programme). More is on the horizon: increased choice

Team (NRT).

agency

parents and children, inter

inter professional 'providers' being drawn into the delivery of education,

Moderni§ation.

greater independence for headteachers/chief executives and governors, further staff

Modernisation, in the context of English schools, is a word which has been used to cover

development, and

a variety of new 'things to be done'. The necessity for change has been stressed,
concept

also encompasses a perceived need for new jobs, new roles, new

partnerships (DfES, 2004b).

a
RemodeUing

responsibilities and a new set of values for the workplace. New Labour seems to be

Remodelling questions 'who does what' in schools, whether these arrangements are still

closely wedded to the concept of modernisation - often adopting the language of 'new'

successful, and how they might be changed for the better.

and 'modem', combining it with an imperative to discover novel ways of doing things
through centrally funded 'pathfinder' and 'testbed' projects. Specifically, New Labour

New Labour faced an immediate dilemma when it entered power in 1997, for the national

has sought to develop a 'third way' with respect to public sector reform, attempting to

supply of teachers was not meeting either predicted or existing demand. The imperative

8
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through a

a

to

There are

a

some

commonly accepted roles of the teacher,

Thlishas
groups.

recent years, to
model envisages

by a

status,

fl!tu.re teaching
of

consisting of

staff within a

others

be serving them

will be

diverted the teachers' efforts

away from the classroom, The allocation of time
assessment (PPA)

plaaning, preparation

and strike a better work~life balance. However, there are those who

are a number of important questions
about the remodelling of the

wages

teacher population are

is of lower status. As

loss of

their first years of teaching,

concerns -

not be solved

short term. The

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC,

(STHB,

the School Teacht::rs' Revie1N

have each highlighted the

need to tackle teachers' hours of work, but have hinted that the
As the STRB commented, workload
sat1si1:lcti1on are 'of at least
recruitment,

recrniting

issues ofteachers' work-life balance

dearly need addressing. Commissioned reports

addition,

d'etre being undermined by a new

workforce that is·trained orr the job, receives

percentages of new teachers

argue that by

removing 'non-teaching' roles from teachers one takes away a significant element
professionalism, corrlIDitment and dedication to caring for the whole

numbers than is cumently the case. Poor

more teachers in

in theory at least, enabled teachers to reduce their workload

m21r1y teachers are concerned about their

in

taking away non-teaching (largely

bureaucratic and administrative) tasks that have

to recruit and retain

rather by

professionalism' (DfEE, 1998; DfES, 2002), The expectation is that

'freed to teach',

balance over

is not

and the maintenance of high
to pay in helping to address

of

morale' (p.2:5).

have not yet been appropriately answered

workforce. For example, with the increasing

employment of para~professionals what effect

wm this have on the status of teaching as a

graduate entry profession?

Recent research

levels of teachers' job

the modernised and
some interesting findings (Thomas et

remodelled school environment has
2004). When teachers have been
increase job satisfaction they highlight

they might reduce workload and
negative

of the

non~teaching

they

One major shift has been to 'upgrade' the role of teaching assistants (TAs) to support

regularly undertake (photocopying, filing, money collection, form filling, duplicating

teachers in the classroom ~ either through the 'traditional' TA roles

information, etc). The second most common reason given for high workload is MARRA

working with

specific children who have particular needs, or by supporting specific teaching, learning

(monitoring, assessment, recording, reporting and accountability), whilst third is the time

and assessment tasks for

spent

whole cohort of children. This has often widened the job of

the TA to providing support not only for pupils and teachers,
and the whole school. The low status, training and pay of T As

also for the curriculum
part, been

covering for absent colleagues and the subsequent loss of non-contact time.

last two causes of excessive workload are the number of government school initiatives
that required implementation and the excessive demands for planning in schools

addressed through the creation of Higher Level Teaching Assistants (HLTAs), who are

(including target setting, duplication of plans, and planning that is not fit for purpose)

now trained to take on greater responsibility for teaching and learning in the classroom.

(Butt & Lance, 2005). Here the case for increasing the number and roles of

The overall aim of introducing greater numbers of support staff, both inside and outside

administrative staff is viewed positively, as is the greater deployment of teaching

classroom, has been to provide teachers

a more reasonable work-life balance, to

10

assistants. Possibilities of employing staff - or

11

experience, via consultancies - from

a variety of other

OI"

is some

presented

groups

on their ov,rn use

also

relationship between

satisfaction

hours worked - findings

emphasise that

employment of

revolutions

Lance, 2005, p.420). The assertion

levels

are

satisfaction is therefore not supported, nor is the opposite the case.
choose to work

Highly motivated people often gain huge satisfaction from their
long hours. Therefore many teachers' sense of job satisfaction is located
of factors, beliefs and attitudes which are tied
vJLR':>.uu~

extension

long hours do not

people who

increased use ofICT

the roles they

job satisfaction is dependent on a more complex set of factors than hours worked' (Butt

relationships

colleagues

their commitment to
the ethos

why

increase

job, their

schooL

may explain why some teachers apparently like working long
are possible ways to avoid

a complex set

part,

even when there

classroom-based support has not been

or are finding the

senior management teams, at

beginning to make progress,

vvorking cultures in their schools

achieve. It is perhaps ironic that the laudable
achieved through

a more pleasing work-life

to reduce

of hours' work

been
individuals, often from

expense of their own free time. There is also evidence

· of headteachers making changes that they do not necessarily believe
ask serious questions about what

to

and we need to

means for morale and professional judgement

welcomed more fully by some teachers; and why there is little realisation that intensive
during term

may not equate to a similar, less intensive, workload spread over

an entire year. There is some evidence that teachers may not
hours, as long as they have some control

to working long

choice about when they cany out non-

in other developed

c1rnnit:ries
Here we draw on the accounts of three international authors who have explored the ways
m

teachh1g duties.

educ~tion

The experienu:e

modernisation and remodelling are playing out within their own national

contexts. Each comments on the effects of 'policy borrowing', largely from the English

The w~y forward?

context, and note the extent to which transformation of their school workforces has been

Initial evaluations of the remodelling and modernisation of the education workforce in

successfuL

English schools are revealing (Thomas et al., 2004). Many schools that had 'bought into'

professional policy and practice,

the remodelling and modernisation agenda before
Agreement

Some reference is made, where appropriate, to inter agency and inter

launching of the National

2003 have found the transitions relatively straightforward, Some were

already moving in the direction of change that is now being suggested

the

Sarie Berkhout (2007) engages with the transformation agenda
considers the extent to

South Africa and

development in other countries has influenced

government Others have not found transition so easy, getting bogged down in issues of

change in the national context; Tanya Fitzgerald (2007) explores the remodelling of

staffing, definition and deployment of tasks, and disputes over 'who does what',

schools and schooling from the perspective of New Zealand, illustrating similarities with

schools have had to face up to the problems created by the backdrop of an often

the situation currently being experienced in English schools; whilst Lesley Vidovich

contradictory policy and practice regime from the 1980s and 1990s.

(2007) uses an analytical lens to look at globalization and how

12
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forces associated with

this have impacted on

l

to

to

need
rest

Berk.hout

describes the

of teachers
-~~-~-~-~a'.t,k.:i>ac11vu

played out against
apartheid era. The

12

the South African '•"J''""'·Ac.,

and transformation

education system

have seen a major

unjust education system were transferred to the new state and
and equitable system'

promise to

1ua.nu,::io.•.1J.vu

been influenced

countries, as

discourse. There appears to be a gfowing

a

disjunction betvveen policy texts
anticipated
traditional contexts

power

development

education practice

Africa. Teachers are seen as in

of teachers' (pJ

new skills, to enable a modem

of 're-making', or of being equipped

152). She reports how the

transformation agenda has
as

(has)

apartheid state that constructed an

where 'expectations built on notions of an

a more

the

other

Africa, such that the

of provisimL They are

but are generaHy believed
"remodelling" '

1

to

the government

the lynch-pin of transformation,

lack capacity and to

Indeed they may be forced to 'develop a strategic mimicry of

the policy expectations 'Which are counter-forces to the traditional conceptions

education has found teachers trapped

teaching and learning that tt:achers themselves believe in' (l\lfattson

whilst being viewed by the state as

p.284).

Harley, 2002,

increasingly in need of 're-making'. Berkhout sees this as taking real power away from
now find themselves at the bottom of a hierarchical system of decision

teachers,
making

Berkhout concludes that 'contrary to

England,

reduced to<' acting out their respective roles' (p.149).

burden of teachers,
inequalities in resource provision fundamentally

South Africa is currently attempting to modernise

public sector workforces. Within

state education teachers are seen as part of a fairly general problem with regard to reform,
modemisation

the achievement of policy delivery. The

education system is viewed by Berkhout as 'very
restructuring of the 1960s which was underpinned

is very

of the

related to the English
values of equity and democratic

transformation. Although
overhaul of

discourse

education

national and provincial structures provide for a major

system, they have left

as they did during the apruiheid era'

institutions largely untouched - much
156). She notes serious dissatisfaction and

despondency amongst teachers - issues

she relates to the waves of tran.sformations

that do not seem to 'settle', to teacher workload and job satisfaction, to low morale, and

development and aspired to deliver the comprehensive ideal' (p.150). She describes how

to the impact of HIVI Aids on young people. In essence 'South African educationa]

South African teachers are 'expected to abandon cultures and practices of the past and

policy is strongly inclined to follow the English exarnple . , ... policy development is also

reform their identities

strongly influenced

the image of the modem global citizen' (pJ51). A new

curriculum, Curriculum 2005, was

in 1996 and was accompanied by the

English consultants and civil servants.

this regard

"modernisation" is no exception' (p.162).

redeployment and rationalisation of teachers -partly in an attempt to standardise the
pupil:teacher ratios in schools. The effect of this was that 'large numbers of teachers,

New Zealand

mostly experienced, were retrenched and left the system, Schools located in privileged

Fitzgerald (2007) also notes that 'the educational reform agenda and the resultant

areas were able to charge school fees that enabled them to employ additional staff,

restructuring of schools in New Zealand has proceeded with marked similarity to

whereas the traditional disadvantaged schools

England' (p.163). Whilst the language of 'modernisation' and 'remodelling' are largely

14

not gain sufficient numbers of teachers
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to

for Fitzgerald vvhen she states 'New Zealand, at

periphery, ··~""""""'"~"to

geographical

restdted

These changes

a new dimate

now

policies

gre;att:~r
~New

Fitzgerald
·~'"'"U phases.

u ..

The first

the market

sensing a loss

their professional autonomy. Given

has aligned schools

modernisation

English schools

the

'"''"'·"H"-•"''-''"

changes, whilst remodelling has radicaHy transformed the

which schools were led, managed
emphasised the public
recently

Zealand schools as occurring in two

governed; the second ( 1996- to

of teachers within a managed profession. More

ofrecruitment and retention of teachers have resulted

remodelling of teachers' professional work and activities that

'contractual

·worrying potential

to invoke irrevocable changes to

workforce' (,v.164). Teachers have again

been constructed as 'the problem'

therefore are subjected to a culture of performance

management

their problems (Thmpp,

these are
some believe

transformed to compete in an educational

the New

again seek to borrow policy initiatives from England, to solve
1, Robertson & Dale, 2002).

concerns about

v;1orl<load issues, the age of the school workforce <md teacher retention are simifar to
those in English schools, as highlighted
by the

commissioned

a smaH scale

of Education (2002).

Fitzgerald concludes that remodelling

modernisation of schools

been continuing in New Zeala.11d since 1989,

increasingly controls and regulates their

As Codd (2005) explains, schools have

Zealand government

accountabiHty,

schooling has

based on changing

purposes, structure and function of schools along English lines

on

1-1""'.""""""'.,., m

schools and

New Zealand context, the

responsibility

horizon.

marketplace, from local to global, where the community served is re-visioned as 'clients'

schooling from the State to schools was accompanied by demands for fiscal and

or 'consumers'. Here education is largely seen as a private product. As with

organizational efficiency and the re-production of

product, education has a life cycle as a marketable commodity,

subject to the demand of local and global consumers'

that reduced

spending on education prompts schools to act in entrepreneurial ways as a means of

become the objects of reform in terms

making themselves more

introduction of standards.

- hence

increasing their demand for

""""~"'"''" as a commodity that was

175). Teachers

also

contracts, performance management

'voluntary' parental contributions, looking for corporate sponsorship, accepting
curriculum materials made

commercial companies in exchange for advertising rights,

Ausfralia

conducting international marketing to attract overseas (fee-paying) students, and re-

Vidovich (2007) looks to the forces of globalization to help explain the growth of

branding themselves (for example Baird's Intermediate School

modernisation policies in education

South Auckland

Australia. She has witnesse.d the ways in which

becoming Baird's Mainfreight Intermediate School after accepting sponsorship from a

the 'global knowledge economy' has moved to centre stage in public policy making, with

haulage company). Fitzgerald explains how modernisation has also eroded the

international economic competitiveness becoming a key driving force behind policy

professional autonomy of teachers, as they have become central to the financial, strategic

development. This has resulted in the reconstruction of the professional identities of

and entrepreneurial objectives of the school. Teachers have therefore become producers

teachers, with implications for the future quality of teaching and learning.

of the 'commodity' of student skills, knowledge and abilities which in tum contribute to
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of

convergence

policy formation. -'-"'"''"""'"'' the very acts of pol.icy borrowing
facilitated by

across

standards~led

making in iurntralia, according to
influenced

England, USA, Canada and New Zealand - ~i"""'-'"''"'H the term
Australian educational circles. Nonetheless, teachers have

'modemisation' is new

, as they have

already been highlighted as a key 'policy

other

engagement

been routinely

to the

is currently

consistency

different

Coalition Government

1996 unions have not

~~·~~w'"'~"

, whilst the passing of highly controversial

policy goals

discourse,

in state schools

Australian Workplace Arrangements prevailing over collective agreements. Hence

policies differenHy, changing

teachers are generaHy portrayed as having lost their

at

there has been an
sites . However, Vidovich

to those

not within the structures

Organisations

each

processes adopted

individuals have negotiated central

resultant practice within the different school contexts.

pov,rers of negotiation. The
England: teacher shortages, poor

retention of teachers, low status of the profession and poor teacher
maths, sciences and ICT). Combined

case . With globalization as a

k..nowledge economy'. There is, in the English and Australian cases, a convergence of

Industrial Relations legislation in 2006 has severely limited union power ~ with individual

problems faced by education are

from

and

calls for a dear differentiation betv.1een a 'global knowledge society' and a 'global

AustrnHa has witnessed corporatization

of the

policy,

common antecedent to modernisation policies across many
n""·"-'""'"''"""H

1980s. Since the

reveal a

of teachers

identity

a central

(particularly in

the creation of .u'"-A"'·"~ workforces

through the challenging of previous conventions of 'who does

greater teacher

accountability and a demand for a 'new professionalism'

Modernisation and remodelling are concerned

As such

the teaching workforce,

are as much about changing cultures as they are

in

workplace.

changing structures

the parallels with English state education are therefore strong.

(Butt & Gunter, 2007).

Many in Australia hoped for significant education policy borrowing from Englan.d when

1,Tew Labour governments in England have argued that globalised economies now require

New Labour was elected to power in 1997 on a platform of 'education, education,

national workforces to be capable of acquiring transferable skills, to be accepting of the

education', but this enthusiasm changed as the English policies played out. Nonetheless,

need to retrain,

similar education policies have been

introduced the prospect of greater inter agency and inter professional work in schools,

by parties of significantly different

within a modernised

ideological traditions (Labour in England and a Conservative Coalition in Australia).
Both governments have favoured centralised control of markets

competition,

to be flexible in the ways

a

they work They have also

remodelled education workforce. Flexibility is increasingly

demanded of those who make

the education workforce - where traditional role

neo-liberal framework, although the Australian government has not attempted the 'third

boundaries are no longer static, but open to question. Within this new reality is a tension

way' coupling of left and right as a driver of policy development. Australian educational

concerning who should now be providing the nation's schooling. This can be approached

policy is generally less unified and less coherent across the whole country, due to

from the macro level - should education be seen as a public good, or a private service?

Australia's federal political structure, but the state still uses financial levers to steer

Or from the micro level - should classroom teaching always be carried out by trained
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the professional
out

students

from

based on case study

Africa, New Zealand

modernisation and remvdelling

apace. The influence

the market,

globalization are seen to have had noticeable
teachers,

prospect

greater diversification within

Teachers as 'managed profossionals' in the global education industry:
"-''""""'"'""'" experience. Educational
193~206.

education 'Workforce,

inter agency and inter professional working, are
education system and appear in other national contexts, What is perhaps most significant

the

Department

Education and Employment (1
London: DfEE

Teachers: Meeting

challenge of

of 'global solutions' to workforce modernisation is the strong and

continuing tradition

borrowing amongst certain developed countries - from

standards,· Reforming

Department for Education
Skills (2002)
worliforce. London: DfES.

predominantly English sources. At present, there is perhaps only rather limited evidence
of inter agency work

schools

the case study countries selected here, although in the

future one suspects that a lead may be ~aken

Department for Education and Skills (2003)
national
London: DfES.

and

the English example.
Department
Education
London: DfES.

In

"'~,,.,,.,,,,~ .<:irnn.nni~fl"'

Skills (2004a)

international context some observers have commented that-attempts at modernising
Skills (2004b)
the national agreement,

and remodelling education workforces have concentrated more on creating lists of what
teachers should not be doing, rather

standards
DfES.

tackling

clearly articulating a model of what teachers

should expect from their professional practice, The latter approach orientates arguments

for Education
Skills (2006)
workforce in England,·'"'"'"·"' 2006
(revised). London: DfES. www.dfes.gov.uk/rsgateway.

around whether pedagogy is kept at the forefront of teachers' work (or the work of other
para-professionals) and whether the care of students, both academically and pastorally, is
still seen as important There is a danger

Fitzgerald, T. (2007) Remodelling the agenda, schools and schooling: A New Zealand
perspective. In Butt & Gunter, op.cit. 163-175.

approaching remodelling and modernisation
Horne, M. (200

from the perspective of the school as an organisation - focussing on its structures
management - rather than from the perspective of teaching, learning and caring.
there is an issue about what should now be at the centre of 'modernised education' or students?

short,

'Teacher knows best'. The Guardian, 4th September, 200L

Mattson, E.. & Harley, K (2002) Teacher identities and strategic
the
Sayeed (Eds.) Changing
policy/practice gap. In K. Lewin, M. Samuel, &
patterns of teacher education in South Africa. Sandown/Cape Town: Heinemann.
279-288,
Ministry of Education (2002) Recruitment and retention in New Zealand secondary
schools, Wellington: Ministry of Education.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2001) Teacher workload study. London: DIBS,
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11VLi\GINARIES~

'I'HE

LOOKING

IN NARltATI'vES OF

THE

(Il\lTER)PROFESSIONAL IDENTIFICATION
STRB

Foster, l, Gunter,
Lance, A,,
Rutherford,
Se!wood,
I., & Szwed, C
E., Powers,
School
Project.
evaluation
541
London: DfES, Research

Abstract

M:. (2001)
education policy under New Labour
Labour: A comparative update.
Journal
187~212.

Vidovich, L
Navigating
from Australia. In Butt &
Woodward, W. (2003) 'A
2003.

modernisation policies
op. cit 189~202.

education: Responses

of teachers plan to quit'. The Guardian,

January,

According to Marchrui ( 1997),

myths and traditions are

else

the
m

outcome of repetitive practices of

the course of this repetition so that now we perceive them as necessary, incontestable,
eternal etc.'.

the course of such repetition, myths lose their temporal

becoming social imaginaries - limits or horizons structuring fields of intelligibility
(Laclau, 1990) through which social practices are conceived and become naturalized.
As

myths and imaginaries can be understood as shaping spaces at

levels of

social and institutional organization. John Law (2003) invites us to consider the
complexities inherent in these global and local discourses" Is, he asks, the global
large and complexly interrelated? Or could it be (also) small and non-coherent?
What happens when different myths and imaginaries, and the global and local worlds
they give rise to, collide?
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taken up

is the

global institutional

this ESRC

of
.are

is "to explore recent
currently

discourse. I then discuss

The

at length

aspirations have

surrounding such

vvorking

(see, for example, McConkey, 2006; Shucksmith et
and centTe on differences in professional roles, values

the

language

possibilities

'~~-.,,~u·~·

different professionals "Nork So, 'Nhile at the

organizational structures

development of a critical methodology with the potential for

change,.

macroscopic level, as Allan (2006a, p.55) says 'the l.ar1guage used in policy

field

consensus and creates closure' (an aspect of the normalising effect of power),
focusing in may disclose a rn:ther different picture in which practice is 'revealed as the

Torfing (1

source of all kinds of frustrated desires, unstated criticisms,

sequences in which meaning is constantly renegotiated'. We are ahvays already

endlessly n.PlrP'n'""

p.85) defines a discourse as 'a differential ensemble of signifi;ing

confrontations' (Torfing, 1999, p.123). For example, i.11 a study ofinterprofessional

interpellated or hailed into discourses, as Althusser

working to support pupil mental well-being Spraf( et

or less stable, socio-culturaHy and historically .:n~""""''"d"' flows of power

(2006, p.397) describe a

situation in which 'teachers questioned the validity of receiving training or advice
from individuals without direct experience of classroom management'.

'rites of passage' rituals, 'undertaking unsupported whole class teaching, or group

colleagues

large numbers of disrnptive pupils, before they were accepted as
teachers'. Myths and imaginaries may therefore lead professionals to

construct fhe world in

ways

of more
the

Foucauldian sense in vvhich,

some

instances, teachers resorted to bullying tactics such as subjecting other workers to

work with

say, as

What makes povver hold
what makes it accepted, is simply
fact that
weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and
it doesn't
produces
it induces pleasure, fom1s knowledge, produces discourses. It
to be considered as a productive network which runs through the whole
social body, much more than as a negative instance whose function is
repression. (Foucault, 1980, p.119)

once there to occupy it differently. However,

it should be remembered that the mantra of joined-up working in current policy

Laclau and Mouffe visualise the social as a discursive field with.in which are disposed

discourse is itself assuming something of a mythic status, recognisable as part of the

elements of both linguistic and material practice (Howarth, 2000). The identity of

W estem social imaginary of progress, one effect of which is to cast professionals in

these elements is linked by difference in

deficit terms.

difference and hence it is the mrangement, or in Laclau

same sense that language is structured by
Mouffe's terms, the

articulation of these elements in relation to the discursive field

gives them

In this paper I explore possible worlds in and among narratives, identifications and

meaning. Thus Howarth gives as an exam.ple a forest, the meaning of which depends

discourses, searching for the global as constituted in, and enacted through,

on the arrangements of elements

local -

the discursive field. 'In discourses of

through our narratives of identification, Taking as my starting point the idea that

economic modernization, trees may be understood as the disposable means for

narratives are performative, constituting the thread that links us to subject positions

continued economic growth., Jn environmentalist discourses, by contrast, a forest

within discourse (Watson, 2006), I explore some methodological possibilities for

might represent a viable ecosystem or an object of intrinsic value and beauty'
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Since

closure. A

fixed' (Laclau

Mouffe, 1985,

of meaning
of identities

the discursive field giving rise to 'a

a hegemonic

meaning is

elen1ents of the discursive field are related
discourses

moments

a.s a means to

l

(Howmih,

One,

never manage to

Mouffe (1992, p.2)

111).

constructs

a diversity of discourses among which there
The social agent is constructed
of overdetermination and
is no necessary relation but a constant
displacement The 'identity' of such a multiple
contradictory subject is
therefore always contingent and precarious, temporarily
at the
intersection of those subject positions and dependent on specific forms of
identification.

were

as being incompatible

practice of physical

1 7 'Commission

The other arising

on School

Discipline' centred on 'practical and instrumental language' and argued for the
ineffectiveness of corporal punisl1ment as a sanction, except as a last resort,
more
discipline. The hegemonic articulation of these two positions within the discursive

Laclau and Mouffe's theory provides an understru.J.ding of identity as the
available subject positions

of power

the discursive field. However, they also show how

the discursive arrangement create exclusionary spaces. If the

field occurred in such a

subject positions for

profossiona1s available

for identification precluded adherence to corporal punishment In

way, the nature

of teacher professionalism was re~articulated.

discursive field contains surplus meanings which are not articulated into discourses,
then these elements are excluded from hegemonic discourses and become unsayable.

In some instances, a relatively stable articulation of elements of the discursive field
leads to a naturalisation or

Laclau and Mouffe's theoretical framev110rk, political forces attempt to impose

of meaning, such that 'what is politically

constructed is presented as normal or natural, and resistance is constructed as deviant,

closure and so achieve control, limiting subject positions for identification within

or unnatural' (Tor:fing, 1999, p.123). Certain discourses apparent in education are

discourse. In this way, the effect of power is to establish control

illustrative of this. Thus I have described (Watson, 2007) how ability has come to be

and hence to fix meaning around a 'nodal

the elements of the field in a particular
point', though this can only ever be partial.

point-de-capiton, a quilting point,

order to articulate

Lacanian terms this nodal point is a

signifier which stops the otherwise endless

movement of signification' (Lacan, quoted in Stavrakakis, 1999, p.59). The
impossibility of complete closure

the discursive field open to multiple

viewed as a moral issue in schools: 'bright pupils' are morally acceptable while
'bottom sets' are seen as deviant. This idea is so pervasive that it is not questioned
and new entrants to the profession rapidly construct and perform their identities
around such practices. As Torfing (1999,

123) notes, sedimentation of practices in

this way conceals their political nature.

meanings among competing discourses but hegemony is achieved when forces are
able to articulate and stabilise the discursive field through 'articulating as many

Laclau and Mouffe also discuss the concepts of social antagonism and dislocation as

available elements - floating signifiers - as possible.' (Howarth & Stavrakakis, 2000,

the means by which discursive articulations are disrupted and reformed in new ways

15). One way this can be achieved is through the formation of a 'chain of

26

to give new meanings. This draws on a notion of the positioning of the subject within

27

to

analysis

to

achieve fixity of meaning:
(Laclau 1

The
is penetrated
same ambiguous, incomplete
polysemical character which overdetennination assigns to every discursive
identity. For this reason,
moment of dosure of a discursiv~ totality, which
is not given at the 'objective'
o:fthat totality, cannot
established at
level of a "meaning-giving
, since the subjectivity of
agent is
penetrated by the same precariousness and absence suture apparent at any
other
discursive totality of
it is
121).

In Hegemony

Strategy (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985)

lack of dos1m:: is

posited as what leads to social antagonisms, seen as arising at the frontiers
discotrrses and

contest those discourses" However, in later analyses (Laclau,

1990, cited in Gly11os & Stavrakakis, 2000) these antagonisms are themselves seen as

'Honey~

I shrunk the gE·and t:h<emJ7 9

Laclau and Mouffe's theories of discourse are
political movements - how can they

to use

applied at

level of

analysis at the local level? Since

disposition

the discursive field is conceived as a

the spatial nature

,,,,,,_,_Jl.v.u;tu)

metaphor, this creates the potential for

discourse as

examination at a microscopic level. Can we miniaturise Laclau and IVl:ouffe,
. embarking on a Fantastic Voyage (Fleischer, 1966), putting them to work

the

at the molecular level?

service of the local, in effect, looking for

discursive articulations which rupture hegemonic formations, leading to dislocation, a
traumatic event in

subject position identified with is put in crisis, It is this

crisis however which makes new identifications possible,

One

of doing this is through an examination of narratives of practice, looking at

meanings attached to concepts and their 'use-value' in terms of geme (Beebee,
1994)" Looking for logics of equivalence and

If dislocations
identities
discourses, they also create a lack at the
level of mea:m~g that stimulates new discursive constructions, which attempt
to suture the dislocated structure. In short, it is the 'failure' of the
structure ... that 'compels' the subjectto act, to assert anew its subjectivity'
(Howarth & Stavrakakis, 2000, p.13),

Thus, Laclau

Mouffe provide a means

understanding how agency (referring to

'an intentionally acting subject' Torfing, 1999, p.13 7) can arise within discourse, so
countering anxieties aroused by the implications of' discourse determinism'. The
solution to the problem of the relationship between on the one hand a fully
determining structure

posited by Marx) and on the other a fully rational and self-

cognizant agent, is provided by the concept of dislocation:

28

to see the patterns they rnl:llce

the discursive field, the antagonistic poles, the points of dislocation. Looking,
as Law (2003, p.6) suggests drawing on Leibniz' Monadology, for a complexly
Baroque world of 'gardens
clarity, mastery

gardens and ponds within ponds' which 'resist[ s]

the single point of view' (MacLure, 2006, p.73

In the next part of the paper I draw on these ideas to explore the methodological
possibilities for an approach which offers a microanalysis of discourse. Using a
narrative fragment taken from a series of interviews with beginning teachers, I build
· an improbable edifice for researching professional discourses, an edifice which may
partially illuminate (i.e. partially obscure) tensions and proximities in
interprofessional/interagency working - or rather, through a focusing back and forth
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at a sense

to local

IS

at

means

as

current context
one's

recent
experience placement

extract which is analysed in tenns of
measure, is indicative

\Vatson,

natrative construction

a point

potential antagonism, which serves to undermh1e the discursive stmcture of UA,,~~~A~AA

Andrea: I'd have had, the first

they did something y'know,

something
have
them out the room
to the
mlit because
that's just not - far as
not on', Um, so I sat through this
class watchi..ng this lot and just thinking
yeah right (laughs) but y'know
you can imagine how I think there's
classes
that that he
has - and you can imagine
um
kind of experience could be very
wearing um so

which'
is at odds with,

reflecting a subject position for teachers
threatens rupture of, the hegemonic

surrounding

potentially
and its

to impose closure. In order to extend the hegemonic articulation, the signifier
'support' has to be emptied of meaning, to

a signifier without a signified, in

effect signifying a 'totality which is literally impossible' (Ladau, 2006, p.107), This

[Is it] inclusion?
Andrea: Well I don't think it was particularly..
kind of problem I think
these boys were doing it because they were being allowed to do

uneasy alliance enables the teacher to enter into the would-be hegemonic discourse
take up a subject position within it, while at the same time introducing an element
instability into the structure, as a point of resista..nce. There is thus a tension or

The narrative
itself

generated vvithin the current political discourse of social inclusion,

of the lingering Western global social imaginary of utopianism.

undecidability between the logic of difference and
positions,

logic of equivalence in the tvvo

of the two logics gains the upper hand in this hierarchy, and thus

political discourse of 'social inclusion' has forrned a hegemonic articulation,

manages to assert itself as the predominant logic, depends on the political struggles

occupying the position of an llilquestionable good

over hegemony

playing a

Thus, as Edwards et

which education is seen as

this area' (Torfing, 1999,

126).

(2001, p.420) argue, policy on social

inclusion suggests that inequality and exclusion can be overcome by 'better

To examine where this tension is coming from it is necessary to look at

governance and service delivery ... Such a view contradicts the idea that exclusion and

discourses that teachers are positioned in and by. Whatever meaning Andrea attaches

inequality are generated by the economic mode of production',

to the term 'support', it is clear that in the setting she is working

competing

at least, it results

in exclusion from class - i.e. support, whether this is constructed as punitive or
school, a central element in the discourse of inclusion is need or lack and support
provides the necessary scaffold to make good this deficit

Scotland, the language

therapeutic, takes place somewhere else. To this extent, it can be argued that there is
a discursive articulation providing a subject position for teachers in which pupils

of 'support' has supplanted that of 'special educational needs' as a move towards a

presenting as behaviour problems are regarded as forming a constitutive outside to the

more inclusive educational policy" The policy discourse ostensibly constructs

discourse of schooling, from which they are thus to be literally excluded, The identity

children behaving problematically in school as in need of support rather than

as teacher is negated by the presence of the undesirable other, and so through the

punishment, and this idea has been widely promulgated through the policy conduit by

relational nature of identity that is constituted in sameness and difference, 'every
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identity is dislocated in so far as it depends on an outside which both denies that

this local level while at the global level an attempt is made to impose closure and

identity and provides the condition of possibility at the same time' (Laclau 1990, cited

consensus. The impossibility of this only becomes apparent at the local level. The

in Torfing, 1999, p.131). Pupils with challenging behaviour constitute an antagonistic

problematic construction of 'inclusion' is referenced by Jim's interjection as to

force which is held responsible for the blockage of the teacher's full identity: 'As a

whether the evident difficulties in this class stem from the policy of inclusion.

result our political actions will tend to be guided by the illusion that the annihilation

Andrea replies that it is 'not that kind of problem'. Inclusion is thus constructed as

of the antagonistic force will permit us to become the fully constituted "we" that we

problematic, at least for pupils seen as having bad behaviour. At the local or

have always sought to be' (Torfing, 1999, p.129). As Stavrakakis (1999, p.101) says,

molecular level the policy discourse of inclusion is seen not to be about consensus and

'it is to the existence of this evil agent, which can easily be localised, that all

closure but about available positions - who is or is not worthy of inclusion. Thus,

persisting disorder is attributed'. There is an aporetic relationship between this

closure and consensus cannot be achieved because of the inherent instability in the

simultaneous creation and denial of identity. For the teacher, the literal exclusion of

discursive construction of 'support'.

the untameable other will result in the removal of the blockage which prevents full
identification, yet it is the very presence of the other that determines our identity.

Implications and possibilities

This contest creates a mythic space for the development of teacher identity predicated

This narrative fragment serves to open up the possibilities for an examination of the

on the ability to 'control' the other.

discursive practices of teachers and the others they work with. The political moment
is revealed in the microanalysis of discourse. By examining the ways and the

Within this mythic space support becomes an exclusionary practice, part of an

contexts within which elements of the discursive field are used, the extent to which

apparatus in which 'pedagogical practices are inventions to make who the child is and

they are moments within the fluid mosaic structure of discourse, it may be possible to

is to become' (Popkewitz & Lindblad, 2004, p.232). In the new policy discourse of

elaborate a topological structure in which tensions, overlaps, alliances, resistances can

'additional support needs' and under the aegis of 'social inclusion' the notion of

be articulated - in effect, creating a map of mythical spaces. Moreover, such a map

'support' has been extended to embrace more and more children, giving rise to more

may indicate the points at which dislocation of the structure can occur. Hegemonies

and more difference which must be managed leading to 'a constant reiteration of

are hegemonic precisely because they manage to persuade us that they are 'natural',

exclusion' (Allan, 2006b, p.126). Paradoxically, the policy of inclusion with its

but they cannot hegemonise completely, so this sedimentation is a fantasmatic

mantra of 'all children' (no child left behind, every child matters, etc.) functions to

illusion. There can be a 'de-fixation of meaning', 'the fixed topography vanishes into

further exclude those who cannot, in the words of A Curriculum for Excellence (ACE)

a fluctuating wave; land becomes liquid' (Marchart, 1997, p.5). We need therefore to

(SEED, 2004), develop the capacity to become successful learners, confident

examine and redefine the 'mythical spaces of the imaginary geographies of schools'

individuals, responsible citizens and effective contributors, as discursively constructed

(Hargreaves, 2002, p.196) as a prelude to bringing about change - to create new

and defined by the state apparatus. A dark side of utopianism is inscribed in ACE,

understandings of what interprofessional working could look like. What if it wasn't

with its obverse focusing on the exclusion of children and young people who cannot

the clash of cultures which gives rise to a deficit model of interprofessional

be included in the mantra 'all children'.

collaborative practice in a discourse which privileges consensus - what if discourse
itself was recognised as being so inherently unstable as to prevent closure and

At the local level then, the aporetic nature of the global discourse is reproduced in the

consensus? Then we would need to construct new imaginaries - not based on a

ambivalent and ambiguous narrative. The instability in the discourse is revealed at

utopian illusion of consensus and perfect communication but on 'contested dissensus'
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(Gunder, 2005; p.86) as a more appropriate - grown-up rather than joined-up - ~odel
for interprofessional practice. In Futures research scenarios have been seen as a way

Glynos, J., & Stavrakakis, Y. (2000) Encounters of the real kind: Sussing out the
limits of Laclau's embrace of Lacan. In S. Critchley & 0. Marchart (Eds.)
Laclau. A critical reader. London: Routledge. 201-216.

to analyse 'probable, possible and preferable' worlds (Borjeson et al., 2006, p.725);
Inayatullah (1998, p.815) suggests 'causal layered analysis' can be used as an

Gunder, M. (2005) Obscuring difference through shaping debate: A Lacanian view of
planning for diversity. International Planning Studies, 10, 2. 83-103.

approach which combines analysis at horizontal and vertical levels of discourse , in
effect moving between the global and the local, in order to 'open up space for the

Hargreaves, A. (2002) Sustainability of educational change: The role of social
geographies. Journal of Educational Change, 3, 3. 189-214.

articulation of constitutive discourses, which can then be shaped as scenarios' in order
to create alternative futures. Microanalysis of narrative fragments potentially

Howarth, D. (2000) Discourse. Buckingham: Open University Press.

provides a useful means of examining discourse as part of this approach.

Howarth, D. & Stavrakakis, Y. (2000) Introducing discourse theory and political
analysis. In D. Howarth, A. Norval & Y. Stavrakakis (Eds.) Discourse theory
and political analysis. Manchester: Manchester University Press. 1-23.
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Hall was right to assert,

1995,

societ-y needed to be extended. It

and it

still does. Ten years later, however, the need to deepen, as well as extend, civil
society seems equally mgent. Engagement, membership and pmiicipation comprise
the depth dimension of civil society. This paper, vvith its emphasis on human
relationship as a constitutive element of civil society, is centrally concerned with this
dimension: what would institutions look like if they were managed upon the
assumption that they are only ever as good as the relationships they sustain? How
would we recognise such an institution if we saw it? How would we recognise the
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an
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Wherein does
recourse to a

As McKibbin

across
he sees as

not only on

on

well

and the quality and sustainability of the associations
another (a point made by
seminar

out:

institutional

The assumption underlying

, 2006, in

this Seminar Series).

contribution to the first

institutions are, from
tum are

constructed around

form with one

perspective,
the

VI e are faxniliar
this language
carried all before
nmst
sit on the cusp, hope to be
centre of excellence, dislike producer~
dominated industries,
a multiplicity of
grovel to our line
managers, even more to the senior
deliver outcomes
dovvnstream, provide choice.
students are now
our patients and
passengers customers.

recognition of equal ~.vorth and the reciprocity of trust that such recognition generates.
Moreover, good institutions become

and reciprocity at the level of the inter-personaL The quality of civil

association in any ~HULH'-''"'

paragraphs. However, it

This is a theme to which I return explicitly in the

institutions through the growth of

is, therefore, a significant indicator of the well being

the ensuing argument. The choice of

is implicit

'virtue' as

terms

, 'friendship' and

the development of that argument is both deliberate and

the institution as a whole.
alternative language
This is not an assumption with
assumption that cardes
corporate institutions. In

many would disagree. I\for, however, is it an

weight among those responsible for the management of
Bauman (2001) characterises as these 'times of

which to rethink the quality of professional relationships
to reconfigure those relationships within the context of

(see Nixon, 2004a;
Lnter-professional ways of
Nixon, Allan

(see Nixon, Walker & Baron, 2002a; 2002b;

Mannion, 2001),

at least cardes a much heavier
punch: namely, that 'power consists in decision-making and resides
make the decisions' (p.40). Power, in other

those who

belongs to the managers. It is

The socfa] content of hope
Being good is difficult The difficulty lies not

in the occasional lassitude of will

contingent factors: the conditions underlying the well being

they who determine the organisational structures, which in turn frame the systems

towards goodness,

institutional communication and deliberation, which then circumscribe the culture or

of the self, of the institutions of which we are members, and of

moral project is not one which we can tmdertake alone or in isolation. Because of the

ethos of the institution. 'Persons in relation', to draw on MacMurray' s (1961)
terminology, somehow have to find a niche for themselves

one another

society. The

the

nature of goodness - its dependence upon dispositions that can only be acquired in
and through practice - we can only grow into goodness through our relationships with

spaces in between" 1

others. When those relationships fall apart, or become fraught, our goodness
McCartney (2006), in a paper delivered in the first seminar of this Seminar Series, provides a
useful exarnple of ~e p~evalence of this way of thinking. By explicidy arguing for 'good enough'
models of co-working (i.e. models that are 'good enough' relative to whatever structure is :in
place), she implicitly privileges institutional structure over professional relationship.
1
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diminishes" We live in a world

which the experience of disintegration - the

experience of falling apart, of being fraught - is integral to living. Coping with 'not
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being

a means of

in other

contra naturem:

as Mantel

everything

is

to be purified must

is

of science and art.

of
the people

contra naturem .
'opus', we have to learn not

In order to set about

is there

in a fragmented

how to hope, but

to

it are
sense

hopes' .

imbue our individual hopes with a sense of social purposefolness. Halpin (2003,

p,60) argues

notion of 'utopia' is a useful conceptual tool

task, because, as he puts it,

interpreted

an explicitly social rather than

an

provides us vvith the inter-personal, institutional, and

individual way'.

social content of hope. Utopian thought enables us to imagine interpersonal and
institutional structures as they might be. It helps us realise what is as yet emergent or
even pre-emergent In doing so it enables us to think against dominant and
structures

constitute the blockage: to engage

'Utopia', as Bauman

the opus contra naturem.

reminds us, 'refers to topos -

. Utovias
were
-"

traditionally, as he puts it, 'associated with, and confined to, a clearly defined

tenitory' (p.223), The utopias

Moltmann' s notion of hope was
of Christian eschatology, which informed the then still emergent tradition of liberation

the potential to enable the personal

u•'-'l-l-'•'4dlli:>lli

experience of hopefulness to

setting about this

which we are here concerned have no such fixity.

They are imagined spaces which we have to reclaim and make together, Bauman is

theology. (See, for
implications
moral agency, There

Gutierrez, 1974,) However, that notion has profmmd
vvithin a post-metaphysical age we seek to sustain a sense of
as MacMurray (1957) points

relation between our capacity to act

the

a complex and

our capacity to

world;

a sense in which, he argues, agency can only be exercised in a world that is
unknowable:

by our actions. The
action we presuppose that we detennine the
correlative ofthls freedom is that the world which we determine in action
must be indeterminate, capable of being given a structure that it does not
already possess. We can only know a determinate world; we can only act in
an indeterminate world. Therefore, we really do act, if our freedom of will
is not an illusion, the world in which we act must be unknowable (p,55).

deeply pessimistic regarding the possibility of achieving utopia in this 'no-place, noland, no-territory' of what he

'liquid modernity', within which newly emergent

global elites pursue private and highly exclusive pathways to happiness (p.234).
Counter to that pessimistic strain, this paper argues not only

communiry is still

imaginable, but that imagining new forms of working together for the achievement of
a better society is a moral imperative. It renders our claim to professionalism

In his elaboration of this seeming paradox, in tem1s of 'the self as agent' and of
'persons in relation', MacMurray (1957; 1961) does not explicitly employ the concept
of 'hope', Nevertheless, his argument implies that agency, the capacity to act in an
indeterminate and therefore unknowable world, is always reliant upon some human
capacity that is not dissimilar to what Moltmann (1967) understands by hope. Action,
involving as it always does some element of incalculable risk, is an expression of our

trustworthy and credible.

hope that the risk factors are not entirely insurmountable. To lose that hope is to lose
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our agency: either >Ne

upon

our

a

case our

nor

each

it is

f:riemdship 9

In the

Aristotle was

equality

insofar as these constitute the basis of virtue. He also

aclcoowledged,
(1

one

11

that friendships differ in

goes so far as to suggest

we understand the

and

Indeed, Hutter

Aristotle seem.s to be saying is

of friendship in

are also 'friends
stimulate hope and invite

forms of friendship, even

privileges

imperfectly'. Friendship may, for example, be

tactical and therefore provisional and conditional: a kind of strategic alliance based
mutuality of either self-interest or pleasure.· Friendship,

either of these

neatly summarises this set

albeit

in terms of 'friends of utility, friends of

pleasure and friends of virtue'.

notion of equality, 'Friends of

and pleasurable to one another

economic and social commonalty:

has access to which

friendship', as referring to a kind of relationship that
recognition of equal worth, is central to our understanding

. deliberative process whereby we ascertain wha;t constitutes right action
and others;

precisely because

understanding

conditions ofleaming. Such relationships are a precondition not only

tvvo senses, is a matter of being part of the club, part of the enclave. Pahl (2000, p21)

utility' and 'friends of pleasure' are likely to be

,,,vu•"''"~~'''"'-'

narrow sense, we thereby
The notion of

Much hinges on this set of distinctions, not least

are

knowing'. (See also Ve:mon, 2005.)

also understand the nature of other human associations. AH human associations are

upon

,,,u,cw:ir.~'"'

omselves

are also the means by which such processes endure and enjoy some
security, They

our agency, while at the same time providing us

with relational structures

which to recognise the agency of others" Thus, as

Stem-Gillet

'friendship plays a unique and crucial role in the

995, p.50) puts

noetic actualisation of moral agents'. Vvhat Aristotle understood by ''virtuous
friendship' becomes a means ofrethinking, from the bottom up, what we aspire to
tenns of the institutional conditions of learning.

influential networks; who can afford to dine out at which fashionable restaurants.
However, 'friends of virtue',

may be diversely positioned in terms of their

economic and social conditions, may

be useful and pleasurable to one another

since the 'virtuous friendship' to which they

morally re-orientates 'the useful'

and 'the pleasurable' towards 'the good': friendship, 'which has virtue as
is also pleasant and useful It combines

base and

aims, since the good in

'Virtuous friendship' may, however, require closely guarded formalities to ensure
the principle of 'what is good for the other' is held in supreme regard. There are
necessarily asymmetries

the relation between teacher

taught, and indeed

between colleagues (with regard to knowledge of the field, breadth of experience,
etc,} It is only by acknowledging those asymmetries

the relationship between

character, when friends, also find each other's company pleasant and useful' (Hutter,

teacher and taught,

on occasion colleagues, can begin to move towards the

1978, p.108),

common ground that constitutes learning. In the context of any such relationship,
'virtuous friendship' is almost always an aspiration and very rarely an achieved state:
what Hutter (1978, pp. l 04-105) calls 'a theoretical searchlight' or 'a guiding norm'
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s
as

life'

to

to

open

a perspective suggests that
is a crucial factor

'virtuous friendship', that time, in other

such relationships. Over

to the
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some
knowledge': lrno wledge,

p.672) calls

the formation

person in terms, not only of 'what

of life as it presents itself

and 'what l:1as been', but
p.21

might be'. 'Pathic

'what

put

t.he notion

exercrne

Freedom, as he puts

•3

by, that

'Virtuous friendship' sustains, and is:

sustained

of understanding: an imderstanding of those imagined futures of which

partially composed. 4

present is

108), a broader perspective is required 'on inequality

1

winning corpus focusing

realization

Ricoeur ( 1992) argues that friendship, as conceived by Aristotle, helps put

economic development vvithin relatively disadvantaged
implications for the ways in

necessary for individuals to realise their capacities through the

mediation of 'the other':
not required along

at the level of individual and inter-personal

might conceive of
place

inter-connectivity between the inter,,personal and

development. Indeed,
systemic is one

poverty in terms of

Sen has unravelled from this premise a Nobel avvard~

localities. His argument, however, also

Mediating betwee!k capacity

have reason to value' (p. l
economic equality are :irnporta.nt'

he argues, while 'income inequality

capability deprivation'

freedom to

expansion of the "capabilities:"

of persons to lead the kind of lives they value -

lS

primarily gnostic, cognitive, intellectual, technical - but ... relational, situational,
corporeal, temporal,

'freedom':

Sen

Sen's major themes.

question is then whether the mediation of the other is

route from capacity to realization'. It is, he suggests,

this

This

of argument is carried forward by Nussbaum (2000)

elaboration of

she terms 'functional capabilities' (pp.78-80). Among these
nonnative use of
notion of 'friendship'
perhaps be distinguished from
its anthropological usage in studies of, for example, peer group relationships among
both, however, there is a sttong emphasis on
young people. (See Epstein, 2002.)
friendship as practice or activity; as a way, that is, of doing relationship. Being friends is what
Hey (2002) refers to as '(identity) work' (p.232) or 'h-ie:ndship work' (p.234).
3 Hey (2002) 'speculates' that 'empathy is likely to be different for boys and girls.
Fe:m.inine rapport ... seems always process, mediated through the intensities of
relational work as an ongo:ing fellow feeling for the other ... In contrast, what this
friendship narrative shows is that fellow feeling for boys has a more "finished" quality,
that boys at times "sign off'. [For boys] friendship seems to result in a much more
straightfor.vard pleasure.' (p.236)
4 'Pathic understanding' does not preclude disagreement (even strong disagreement on
points of principle) between 'virtuous friends'. The notion of 'dissensus' that Mouffe
(2004) sees as central to that of 'democratic citizenship' (and her particular model of
'agonistic' democracy) could also be applied to the notion of 'virtuous friendship'.
2
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she sees as essential to human well being, Nussbaum privileges 'practical
reason' and 'affiliation'. These two capabilities, she argues, are :fundamental to our
functioning as human beings:

To plan one's own life without being able to do so in complex forms of
discourse, concerns, and reciprocity with other human beings is ... to behave
in an incompletely human way. To take just one example, work, to be a truly
human mode of :functioning, must involve the availability of both practical
reason and affiliation. It must involve being able to behave as a thinking
being, not just a cog in a machine; and it must be capable of being done with
and toward others in a way that involves mutual recognition of humanity
(p.82).
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e:rrtail?

critical reflection

'the

both a conception

to

practical reasoning, to particular ends

for example,

purposes.

I arn

a medical practitioner, I seek "-~-~~-·~· practk:al reason to aiign my practice to the
and p1uposes of healing; if I am a
teacher, to those of

I seek to align it to

of justice;

Through practical reason the

practitioner meets this moral requirement; the moral requirement,

and :friendship towards others

capability for

I am a

Professional practice, insists Nussbaum, requires a sense

of moral purposefulness on behalf of the

to

capability

reason', is frmda_mental because without it there is

of

no ·way of ensuring

other words, dependent

and friendship towards myself. The capability of

others

'affiliation' like

of others' My

our other capabilities can become functionaL

is, for practice

to becoi:ne morally purposeful and for purposes to be imbued with practical import

The '"'~'n-'-"-~~o'''"'u "'"''"'"~"""' capabilit<J and function is central to both Nussbaum's

Sen's

to

Fu:nctioning is an achievement, whereas a capability is the

To engage in practical reasoning, then, is to be concerned with both the design of

achieve: functionings are more

means and the setting of final ends. Moreover, as Can (2004, p,61) argues, the setting

different aspects of living ,.,,_,,u..,_,,.,~·uu, capabilities, in

of the latter is inseparable from the design of the former: 'in practical reasoning,

we have regarding the life we may

"ends" and "me:.:ms" stand in reciprocal relationship such that reasoni.n.g about the

not simply capabilities, are what render

"good" which constitutes the "end" of a practice is inseparable from reasoning about

were no functionings

the action

opportunities it contained' (p.87). Nevertheless, she goes on to argue, citizens must

constitutes the "means" for its achievement'. He goes on to argue that

'reasoning about "means" and reasoning

does not therefore involve

related to living conditions, since

Nussbaum

denote the opportunities
claims

'ftmctionings,

fully human, in the sense that if there

in a life, we could hardly applaud

be left to determine what they make

are

no matter

the capabilities that are granted them: 'the

reasoning "technically" about the former and "theoretically" about the latter'. They

person with plenty of food may always choose to fast, but there is a great difference

are, he concludes, 'two mutually constitutive elements

between fasting and starving'. Capabilities are 'opportunities for functioning'

the single dialectical

process of practical reasoning'. The value of each is dependent upon the value of the

but

other. 5

runs the risk of denying the capability of which it purports to be an expression:

not predetermine that functioning. Indeed, the predetermii.J.ation of -"'·"'-""•"'".LI.

is not play if it is enforced, love is not love if it is commanded'. Playing, loving and,
In defining 'affiliation' Nussbaum draws a distinction between, on the one hand,

we might add, learning rely unconditionally upon the agency of those who choose to

being 'able to imagine

play, love and learn.

situation of another and to have compassion for that

5

This last point is spelt out by Frankfurt (2004, p.59), who, from a similar neoAristotelian perspective to
adopted by Carr, argues 'that final ends are 1.J.strumentally
valuable just because they are terminally valuable,
that effective means to the
attainment of final ends are intrinsically valuable just because of their instrumental value'.
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Relationships of virtue depend upon, and at the same time help sustain, the
capabilities of 'practical reason' and 'affiliation'. They provide the social space
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beneficial effects,

ensur,e that
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are benign in respect of the
neither
purpose

assume that he or she
such

would be to

as to

best to maximise 'opportunities for fonctioning'
opportunities, or ca:pabilities, into

best to translate those

re-engineering of time whereby

are
is an

functioning, flourishing lives.

casual contracts,

The development of ourselves as

of Bauman' s

might find ways of becoming more responsive to

agents is prernised on specific human

capabilities, the denial of which relegates utopia to

circumstances of colleagues -

'no ..place, no-land, no··

vision of' liquid modernity'. The 'capabilities

approach', as advanced by Nussbaum (2000) and Sen

999), enables us to be more

how capability relates to function. It brings us a little closer, that is, to understanding

across professional groups - that

crisis-ridden"

995)

the successful

shown how araiety is invariably attendant upon
often have

lives in such a way that the contingent

option, or privilege, of living
that engender anxiety are

carefully managed through life style and life iv.u'vJl~'~"· The

a place, a land, a territory, within the deeply

stratified institutional contexts within which we work. 'Virtuous friendship'

be

other commitments impinge on the resources of time

we aspire to virtue through

choose - or feel themselves driven - to allocate to work.

professional practice.

Questions then arise as to what professional relationships would look like if they were
of 'virtuous friendship': what, as professionals working

su.ccessful

make other principled choices or simply not have the options open to them:

an unrealised ideal, but it is an ideal implicit in those working relationships u,~.,,..,.,,,.,..,

modelled on the

differing

render the personal management of time difficult and sometimes ct.irorrically

success;

specific as to what constitutes the necessary core of relevant capabilities and as to

how we might give back to

entrepreneurialisrn"

the more successful

3. We would require of ourselves and others that we take responsibility for the
positional power invested in us. The 'flatter' organisational structures

inter-professional contexts, would we do if we were serious about attaining the

associated with post-Fordist work regimes render power more diffuse and

conditions necessary for 'virtuous friendship'? How would we begin to fulfil the

therefore more difficult to locate. One's ovvn power is thereby that much

conditions necessary for mutuality and reciprocity, for trust and the recognition of

easier to deny. To deny one's own positional power, however, is to dis-

equal worth, for a shared sense of purposefulness? How would we redefine our

empower those over whom one ought rightly to be exercising authority" This

professional identities

task becomes that

light of these moral imperatives?

more difficult when it involves relationships across

professional groups whose perceived status may differ significantly. 'Virtuous
friendships', in other words, would be equal relationships precisely because
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acting upon those
of

context

it abhors
laughable,
Labour or Conservative, and is one

we

would resist the urge to possess or

over the other, to impose our viev11s on

other, or to make unreasonable claims on the

With

best

this invective is

intentions we can sometimes create a culture of dependency, or even

language from the

oppression, through our failure to

terms 'social imaginaries'. "Hope', 'friendship', and 'virtue' are some of the linguistic

that recognition
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and respect boundaries, Without

relationships cannot aspire to 'virtuous

They remain locked in paternalistic modes of thinking and

feeling.

resources available: \Vhat

and

resources that this paper has drawn on to set about that

6

The

(2004)

is neither to

deny the current ideological impasse, nor necessarily to confront it head on, but to
begin to build locally, at precise points and within specific sectors, the institutional
conditions necessary for sustaining alternative ways of being together

5. Finally, we would acknowledge the diverse professional trajectories to which

the world

and of working together for better

we are committed and find ways of sustaining one another in pursuing those
diverse trajectories. The complex nature of inter-professional practice means
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